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A collisional analysis of electron collection by a probe in a strongly magnetized, fully ionized
plasma is carried out. A solution to the complete set of macroscopic equations with classical
transport coefficients that is wholly consistent in the domain 1!R2/le‘
2 !(mi /me)3/2 is determined;
R and le‘ are probe radius and electron gyroradius, respectively. If R2/le‘
2 is large compared with
mi/3me ~probe large compared with ion gyroradius!, ion–electron energy exchange—rather than
electron heat diffusion—keeps electrons isothermal. For smaller probes at negative bias, however,
electron cooling occurs in the plasma beyond the sheath, with a potential overshoot lying well away
from it. The probe characteristic in the electron-retarding range may then mimic the characteristic
for a two electron-temperature plasma and lead to an overestimate of electron temperature; the
validity of these results for other transport models is discussed. © 2000 American Institute of
Physics. @S1070-664X~00!00206-8#I. INTRODUCTION
There is no established theory of electron collection by
probes in strongly magnetized plasmas. Difficulties arise
from the ensuing strong anisotropy in charge transport ~es-
sential to the working of probes as particle sinks!, and the
associated fact that, no matter how small the Debye length
lDe , perturbations reach far from the probe. Basic
collisionless1–3 and turbulent4–6 models do not describe how
faraway current perturbations die off, and do no lead to defi-
nite predictions for electron current, while a purely colli-
sional model may be too requiring as regards perturbation
distances.7–9
In addition, the variety of parameters involved in mag-
netized plasmas allow for quite different probe regimes. Col-
lisionless analyses may consider highly positive probe bias,
corresponding to possible uses in unbounded, cold, rarefied
space plasmas,10 with new and important applications of
probe theory.11 Recent ionospheric experiments suggest that
spacecraft velocity, though highly subsonic as regards elec-
trons, may have a substantial effect on electron
collection,12–14 and that electrons in the plasma beyond the
sheath get hotter in the collection process.15–17 Collisional
theories usually consider negative or slightly positive bias, as
appropriate for bounded, hotter and denser laboratory
plasmas.18 New types of Langmuir probes use the ion branch
of the probe characteristic at the edge of strongly ionized
fusion plasmas ~Mach and flush mounted probes to measure
ion flow5,19 and density,20,21 respectively! but the need to
determine the electron temperature Te‘ remains. Unfortu-
nately, there is no complete and satisfactory theory of elec-
tron collection.20
Here we reconsider the collisional model of a fully ion-
ized plasma using a macroscopic description instead of the
old kinetic description.7 The present approach is more cum-
a!Electronic mail: jrs@faia.upm.es2621070-664X/2000/7(6)/2622/8/$17.00bersome if complete but allows clarifying a point in the ki-
netic analysis that appears uncertain when reexamined;
whether the electron collection process has an isothermal
character. We prove here that a dimensionless length param-
eter determines electron behavior in this respect. Our analy-
sis is shown to be valid for
1!~R/le‘!2!~mi /me!3/2,
where le‘ is the electron thermal gyroradius and R is the
radius of a disc normal to the magnetic field B¯ ~or the pro-
jected circular area of other type of probe, say, a sphere!.
Within this parametric domain we find that electrons do
keep isothermal for
mi/3me!~R/le‘!2,
with ion-electron energy exchange, rather than electron heat
diffusion, accounting for that condition. At lower R/le‘ ,
electron cooling occurs below some value of probe bias FP ;
this might affect the interpretation of probe data. In Secs.
II–IV we obtain a fully consistent description of the pertur-
bations caused by the probe in a collision-dominated outer
region; closing boundary conditions are established in Sec.
V. In Sec. VI we discuss our results and suggest they might
be applicable to other transport models.
II. COLLISIONAL EQUATIONS
We consider a fully ionized plasma in the presence of an
uniform magnetic field along the z-axis of cylindrical coor-
dinates r, u , and z. We assume a steady, collisional regime
with strongly magnetized electrons, le‘ /le‘;Vete‘@1,
where Ve[eB/me is the electron gyrofrequency, and te‘
and le‘ are unperturbed electron collision time and mean
free path, respectively. We consider the electron current to a
probe of radius R@le‘ and look for a consistent solution to
the complete set of macroscopic equations with classical
transport coefficients. Dimensionless results in the solution2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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ion charge number Zi , which we take of order unity, in
addition to the large parameters le‘ /le‘ , R/le‘, and mi /me .
We take the relative ordering le‘ /le‘>O(R/le‘) and, for
simplicity in dealing with ion transport, ions moderately
magnetized at least, le‘ /le‘>O(Ami /me)→le‘ /l i‘
> O~1!. No sheath analysis is required, the quasineutrality
condition being used throughout some outer region, and
lDe (!R) actually not entering the results.
The steady continuity, momentum and energy equations
for ions or electrons (a5i ,e) read
„nav¯ a50, ~1!
manav¯ a„v¯ a52„pa2„P% a1eana~E¯ 1v¯ a‘B¯ !1R¯ a ,
~2!
„F S mava22 1 52 kTa1eaF D nav¯ a1q¯ a1P% av¯ aG
5R¯ av¯ a1Qa , ~3!
where we have ei /Zi52ee[e , E¯ 52„F , pa5nakTa ,
]/]u[ 0, and Zini’ ne[n ~quasineutrality!. The stress ten-
sor in the viscous force F¯ va[2„P% a , given by
Braginskii,22 involves five viscous coefficients (h02h4) for
each species.23
The ion–electron force, 2R¯ i5R¯ e[R¯ , has a tensor char-
acter, and is made of terms linear in either u¯[v¯ e2v¯ i~Hall
and nonisotropic-Ohm effects! or „Te ~thermoelectric
Nernst and nonisotropic-Seebeck effects!. One also has
R¯ ev¯ e1Qe52R¯ iv¯ i2Qi , ~4!
with Qi } (Te2Ti). The electron heat flux q¯ e is again made
of terms linear in either „Te ~Righi–Leduc and nonisotropic-
Fourier terms! or u¯ ~thermoelectric Ettinghausen and
nonisotropic-Peltier terms!, whereas q¯ i only involves terms
linear in „Ti . All coefficients are given by Braginskii22
~with some corrections by Epperlein and Haines24!. The for-
malism in Ref. 22 proves far more convenient than alterna-
tive transport formalisms.25
III. MODEL REGIME
In solving Eqs. ~1!–~3! we make several ansatzen,
shown to hold within some parametric domain in the next
section. We take as negligible ~i! mava
2 against kTa ; ~ii!
„Ti ; ~iii! Fvir ; ~iv! v¯ i against v¯ e ; ~v! Rr ; ~vi! the electron
viscous stress tensor P% e ; and ~vii! R¯ v¯ i against Qi . We can
then separately solve the ion r-momentum equation in ~2!
and all three Equations ~1!–~3! for electrons, which become
uncoupled from the remaining equations. Taking into ac-
count ansatzen ~i!–~v! the first equation reads
kTi‘
Zi
]n
]r
52en
]F
]r
. ~5!
Using the boundary conditions n→n‘ , F→ 0, as r→‘ at
fixed z, Eq. ~5! givesn~r ,z !5n‘ expS 2ZieF~r ,z !kTi‘ D . ~5‘!
The electron momentum equations read
]pe
]z
2en
]F
]z
5Rz→2a0~Zi!
men
te
vez2b0~Zi!nk
]Te
]z
,
~6!
2eBnver5Ru→2
men
te
veu2
b19
Vete
nk
]Te
]r
, ~7!
eBnveu52
]pe
]r
1en
]F
]r
. ~8!
In Eqs. ~6! and ~7! we used ansatzen ~i!, ~iv!, and ~vi!; in Eq.
~8! we used ansatzen ~i!, ~v!, and ~vi!. In Eq. ~6!, a0 and b0
are Ohm and Seebeck coefficients given by Braginskii.22 On
the right-hand side of ~7! there are only Ohm and Nernst
terms ~with b1’’ 5 3/2!; there is no Seebeck term because
]Te /]u5 0, while the collisional Hall effect ends out to be
smaller than the Ohm effect by a factor of order (le‘ /le‘)5/3
~we used corrections to Braginskii’s results from Ref. 24!.
The electron collision time, given in Ref. 22, takes the local
value te5te‘Te
3/2n‘ /Te‘
3/2n .
Equations ~58!, ~6!–~8! are now used to eliminate n and
nveu and obtain the particle fluxes nvez and nver in terms of
F , Te , and their z and r gradients. The continuity equation
~1! for electrons then provides a first equation relating F ~or
n! and Te . Introducing dimensionless variables,
r˜[
r
R , z
˜[
z
Lz
, S Lz[ RVete‘Aa0 D , ~9!
22 lnS n
n‘
D5F˜ [ 2ZieFkTi‘ , T˜ e[ TeTe‘ , T˜ i‘[ Ti‘Te‘ , ~10!
the continuity equation reads
]
]z˜
FT˜ e3/2H S T˜ e1 T˜ i‘Zi D ]F˜]z˜ 22~11b0! ]T˜ e]z˜ J G
1
1
r˜
]
]r˜
F r˜ exp~2F˜ !T˜ e3/2 H S T˜ e1 T˜ i‘Zi D ]F˜]r˜ 1 ]T˜ e]r˜ J G50.
~11!
Next, the energy equation for electrons, using Eq. ~4!
and ansatzen ~i!, ~vi!, and ~vii!, becomes
„F S 52 kTe2eF D nv¯ e1q¯ eG52Qi[2 3memi nk Te2Tite ,
~12!
with
qez52g0~Zi!
te
me
nkTek
]Te
]z
1b0nkTevez , ~13!
qer52
g18~Zi!
Ve
2te
2
te
me
nkTek
]Te
]r
2
b19
Vete
nkTeveu . ~14!
Here, g0 and g1’ are Fourier coefficients, while b0 is now a
Peltier coefficient. Only Fourier and Ettinghausen (b1’’!
terms appear in ~14!; there is no Righi–Leduc term because
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tinghausen effect by a factor (le‘ /le‘)5/3. Taking n, nvez,
and nver from Eqs. ~58!, and ~6!–~8!, and again using dimen-
sionless variables, ~12! becomes
]
]z˜
T˜ e
3/2F S T˜ e1 T˜ i‘Zi D H S 52 1b0DT˜ e2 T˜ i‘Zi F˜2 J ]F˜]z˜
2H 2S a0g01 52 1 72 b01b02DT˜ e2~11b0!T˜ i‘Zi F˜ J ]T˜ e]z˜ G
1
1
r˜
]
]r˜
r˜
exp~2F˜ !
T˜ e
3/2 F S T˜ e1 T˜ i‘Zi D S T˜ e2 T˜ i‘Zi F˜2 D ]F˜]r˜
1H S 112 22g18DT˜ e2 T˜ i‘Zi F˜2 J ]T˜ e]r˜ G
52
3meR2
mile‘
2
exp~2F˜ !
T˜ e
3/2 ~T˜ e2T˜ i‘!. ~128!
In Ref. 7, Te was considered uniform, thus ignoring Eq. ~128!
and simplifying Eq. ~11!.
IV. VALIDITY OF THE MODEL
The analysis leading to Eq. ~11! provides values for the
characteristic length along z, and for all components of the
electron velocity,
Lz;RVete‘;le‘
R
le‘
, ~15!
vez;veu;
le‘
le‘
ver;
le‘
R 3electron thermal velocity.
~16!
These results may be now used to verify the ansatzen of the
last section. As advanced in Sec. II, in the analysis of ion
transport we assume that ions are at least moderately mag-
netized,
le‘
l i‘
>O~1 !→ le‘le‘ >OSAmimeD . ~17!
Under ansatzen ~i!, ~iv!, and Eq. ~58!, the two missing ion-
momentum equations become
Rz5Fviz→
1
r
]
]r S rh2 ]v iz]r D , ~18!
Ru5Fviu→
1
r
]
]r S rh1 ]v iu]r D . ~19!
In the viscous force Fviz we find that h0 and h4 terms are
smaller than the dominant h2 term by factors of order me /mi
and (le‘ /le‘)Ame /mi , respectively, while h1 and h3 terms
vanish; in Fviu , h0, and h2 terms vanish, and h3 and h4
terms are small by a factor Ame /mi .22
Equations ~18! and ~19! lead to characteristic values for
v iz and v iu when Eqs. ~6! and ~7! are used. The continuityequation ~1! for ions then yields a characteristic value for
v ir . Using now Eq. ~16! allows comparing ion and electron
velocities,
v iz
vez
;
v iu
veu
;
v ir
ver
;
R2
le‘
2 S memi D
3/2
, ~20!
and determining characteristic values for all inertia terms in
the momentum equations,
e2inertia terms
dominant terms ;
le‘
2
R2 , ~21a!
i2inertia terms
dominant terms ;
R2
le‘
2 S memi D
2
. ~21b!
We can also determine a characteristic value for Rr ,
Ohm, Seebeck and collisional Hall Rr-terms
terms in Eqs. ~5,8! ;
le‘
2
le‘
2 ;
~22!
again, there is no Nernst term in Rr because ]Te /]u 5 0.
We then obtain
R¯ v¯ i
Qi ;
R2
le‘
2 S memi D
3/2
. ~23!
We next find
Fvir- term
terms in Eq . ~5! ;A
me
mi
, ~24!
where
Fvir5
1
r
]
]r S rh3 ]v iu]r D ;
the h4 term in Fvir vanishes, the h0 term is small by a factor
Ame /mi , and h1 and h2 terms are small by a factor of order
le‘ /le‘ at most.22 Concerning the electron viscous terms we
find
Fvez
Fviz
;
Fveu
Fviu
;
Fver
]pe /]r
;
le‘
2
R2 , ~25a!
P% e2terms
pe term in Eq . ~3!
;
le‘
2
R2 . ~25b!
Finally, we note that the dominant term in Eq. ~3! for ions is
that part of the heat-flux divergence arising from the radial
flux,
0’2
1
r
]
]r
rqir , S qir} ]Ti]r D→Ti~r ,z !’Ti‘ ,
with a small correction arising from the Qi term,
Qi
„q¯ i
;
R2
le‘
2 S memi D
3/2
. ~26!
Relations ~20!–~26! concerning ansatzen ~i!–~vii! in Sec. III
show that our model applies for conditions
1!
R2
le‘
2 !S mimeD
3/2
, ~27!
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le‘
2
le‘
2 , ~Ve
2te‘
2 @1 !. ~178!
Note that our simplifying assumption ~17! is more stringent
than condition ~178!.
V. MODEL CLOSURE
Equations ~11! and ~128! determine F and Te when
boundary conditions are given. Only one half-space, say z
. 0, needs to be considered. Obvious conditions ~written in
dimensionless variables! are then
F˜ →0, T˜ e→1 as z˜→‘ or r˜→‘ , ~28a,b!
]F˜
]r˜
5
]T˜ e
]r˜
50 at r˜50, ~29a,b!
]F˜
]z˜
5
]T˜ e
]z˜
50 at z˜50, r˜.1. ~30a,b!
Conditions at z˜50, r˜,1 require detailed consideration.7
Equations ~11! and ~128! describe an outer flow with
collision-dominated electrons having density given by ~58!,
as a result of both quasineutrality and the fact that dominant
radial gradients make ions follow a Boltzmann law. All this
fails in some inner region adjoining the probe, with F0 ÞFP
in particular; we shall use subscript 0 for values at z˜50, r˜
,1 . The ratio n‘ /n0, though possibly large, will be shown
to be small compared with R/le‘ . As z˜[z/Lz→0, then,
there is a first transitional layer at distances from the probe of
order of a local mean free path, le0;le‘3n‘ /n0!Lz .
Next, there is a collisionless layer where the ion Boltzmann-
law fails, at distances z;R!le0 (R/le‘ taken of order unity
at most in Sec. II!. Finally, quasineutrality itself fails in a
sublayer embedded at z;local lDe . Multilayer structures in
magnetized plasmas next to walls have been discussed in
other respects as fully one dimensional.26–28
Throughout the inner layers, which are thin compared to
the outer region, z-gradients are steep, and the electron con-
tinuity equation „nv¯ e50 giving rise to ~11! reads
]
]z
nvez’0, →nvez[E f evzdv¯5const; ~31a!
here we introduced the electron distribution function f e .
Similarly, the energy equation ~3! for electrons, which gives
rise to ~128!, yields
S 12 meve21 52 kTe2eF D nvez1qez1~P% ev¯ e!z
[E f evzdv¯ S 12 mev22eF D5const; ~31b!
the right-hand side of ~3!, or ~128!, is clearly negligible
throughout the inner region except for large 3meR2/mile‘
2
,
when ~31b! will prove unnecessary. Two boundary condi-
tions for z˜50, r˜,1 can be obtained from Eqs. ~31a! and~31b!; in ~31a!, for instance, we need equating nvezu0 , which
may be written in terms of the outer solution, to the value of
* f evzdv¯ at the probe.
Note now that, for F0.FP in the solution, electrons
coming into the inner region move up an energy hill. In the
limit e(F02FP)/kTe0→‘ , the probe, even though per-
fectly absorbing ~no vz. 0 electrons at z501), would act as
a perfectly reflecting wall for the bulk plasma, with the elec-
tron current that reaches the probe from the outer region
vanishingly small. Then, f e would be a Maxwell–Boltzmann
~though truncated! distribution throughout the collisionless
layer, and fully Maxwellian, but for a vanishingly small cor-
rection, in the outer region.
From the continuity of the solution on boundary condi-
tions, we now expect that, for e(F02FP)/kTe0 logarithmi-
cally large as found below, only the positive vz-tail of the
distribution function in the collisionless layer could differ to
dominant order from the truncated Maxwell–Botzmann
value. In the transitional layer we would have
n/n0;exp@e~F2F0!/kTe0# ,
a result in conflict with Eq. ~58! ~valid within this layer!
unless F2F0 vanishes there. Thus, the only dominant phe-
nomenon occurring at z;le0 is the evolution of f e from a
Maxwellian truncated at vz5A2e(F02FP)/me as z/le0
→ 0, to a full Maxwellian plus a small current-carrying dis-
tribution as z/le0→‘ . The potential will increase from FP
at the probe to some ~positive! value F0 over distances z
;R , and stay nearly constant at z;le0, only approaching
zero in the outer region.
Using the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution truncated at
vz 5 0 to evaluate the integrals in ~31a! and ~31b! at the
probe we find
nvezu052n0 expF2 e~F02FP!kTe0 G314A8kTe0pme , ~31a8!
S 52 kTe02eF0D3nvezu01qez05~2kTe02eFP!nvezu0 ,
~31b8!
with
n05n‘ exp~2ZieF0 /kTi‘!. ~32!
In writing the left-hand side of ~31b8! we used Eq. ~3! in the
approximation ~12!, valid in the outer region. Note that con-
servation of momentum flux in Eq. ~2! throughout the inner
region, will in general involve „F ~rather than F itself!
through the term n]F/]z; since „F is unknown at the
probe, no outer boundary condition would ensue. With nvez
and qz taken from ~58!, ~6!, and ~13!, Eqs. ~31a8! and ~31b8!
provide two relations for the outer solution at z˜50, r˜,1 ,
T˜ e0F ~b011 ! ]T˜ e]z˜ U02 12 S T˜ e01 T
˜ i‘
Zi
D ]F˜
]z˜
U
0
G
5Aa02p
R
le‘
expF eFPkTe‘ 1T˜ e0 2S T˜ e01 T˜ i‘Zi D F˜ 02T˜ e0G , ~33a!
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1
1
T˜ e0
S eFPkTe‘ 2 T˜ i‘F˜ 02Zi D G52a0g0 ]T˜ e]z˜ U0 . ~33b!
If boundary condition ~33b! were just ignored and Te
taken as uniform, one would find ]F˜ /]z˜u0,0 in ~33a!, mak-
ing F0 a maximum of the potential; this hill value, both
positive and larger than FP for a range of probe bias, was the
potential overshoot first noticed in Ref. 7. However, when
both ~33a! and ~33b! are taken into account, and FP is nega-
tive enough, one finds ]F˜ /]z˜u0 as well as ]T˜ e /]z˜u0 positive;
this means that the potential hill lies well inside the outer
region. Note next that, for eFP /kTe‘ negative enough at
fixed R/le‘ , both F˜ and T˜ e21 vanish with R/le‘
3eFP /kTe‘3exp(eFP /kTe‘). Finally, write the right-hand
side of ~33a!, with the large factor R/le‘ , as
RHS of Eq. ~33a![Aa02p expF ln Rle‘ 2 ZieF0kTi‘
2
e~F02FP!
kTe0
G , ~34!
now using dimensional variables for convenience of discus-
sion. Clearly, for fixed eFP /kTe‘ , and R/le‘ large enough,
F0 will vary as ln(R/le‘); in order to satisfy ~33a! the bracket
in ~34! must vanish to order ln(R/le‘), a condition rewritten
as
e~F02FP!
kTe0
2
Ti‘
Ti‘1ZiTe0
F ln Rle‘ 2 ZieFPkTi‘ G5O~1 !
~35!
and, using ~32!, as
F11 Ti‘ZiTe0 S 12 FPF0 D G ln n‘n0 2ln Rle‘ 5O~1 !. ~35‘!
Equations ~35! and ~358! show e(F02FP)/kTe0 to be loga-
rithmically large, and Lz /le0;(R/le‘)3n0 /n‘ , to be large,
as advanced.
Equation ~35! also suggests F02FP will decrease as
FP increases, with FP overtaking F0 at
ZieFP
kTi‘
2ln
R
le‘
5O~1 !, ~36!
where, certainly, e(F02FP)/kTe0 is not logarithmically
large. Note also that for F05FP , Eq. ~358! gives n‘ /n0
;R/le‘ , or le0;Lz . Our analysis, therefore, breaks down
on both counts before overtaking occurs. We might reason-
ably use our results right up to overtaking but not beyond it.
VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Boundary conditions ~33a! and ~33b! introduce dimen-
sionless parameters eFP /kTe‘ and R/le‘ , in addition to
Ti‘ /Te‘ , Zi , and 3meR2/mile‘
2 (;R2/l i‘2 ), appearing in
Eqs. ~11! and ~128!. The Debye length does not enter the
analysis. The undisturbed mean free path le‘ determines thespatial extent of the perturbations (Lz;le‘R/le‘) but disap-
pears from the results. Our analysis did impose conditions
le‘ /le‘>O(Ami /me), for easy handling of ion transport in
model validation, and le‘ /R> O~1!, for a general separa-
tion of the transitional and collisionless layers lying next to
the probe.
Condition ~27! on probe size allows arbitrary values of
3meR2/mile‘
2
. If this parameter is large, Eq. ~128! just yields
Te(z ,r)5Ti‘ ~electrons keep isothermal throughout collec-
tion!, also implying Te‘5Ti‘ @the large collection length Lz
in ~9! requires a plasma so extensive that collisions make for
equal undisturbed temperatures#. For 3meR2/mile‘
2 of order
unity collection is nonisothermal but Te‘ and Ti‘ need still
be equal. Nonisothermal collection with Ti‘ /Te‘ arbitrary
corresponds to 3meR2/mile‘
2 negligibly small.
Clearly, the analysis of Ref. 7 is only valid for the large
3meR2/mile‘
2 regime. Note that, with T˜ e(z˜ ,r˜)[1 in ~33a!,
parameters eFP /kTe‘ and R/le‘ enter the solution for this
regime in the single combination eFP /kTe‘1ln(R/le‘). That
solution will naturally not satisfy condition ~33b!, as a result
of our having dropped all derivatives in the right-hand side
of ~128!. This irrelevant boundary-layer effect is clarified in
the Appendix by solving the general linear problem obtained
at large and negative eFP /kTe‘ , and then taking the limit
3meR2/mile‘
2 →‘ .
Figures 1–6 show current I, and potential F0 and elec-
tron temperature Te0 ‘‘at the probe’’ averaged over its cross
section,
I52E
0
R
2prdr3~2envezu0!,
^F0&[E
0
R
F02rdr/R2, ^Te0&[E
0
R
Te02rdr/R2,
up to the bias yielding ,F0.5FP . In Figs. 1–3, we set
Zi5Ti‘ /Te‘51, and 3meR2/mile‘
2 ’ 0, and took moder-
FIG. 1. Electron current to the probe normalized with the undisturbed ran-
dom current to a two-sided projected area AP52pR2. Values of dimension-
less parameters are Zi5Ti‘ /Te‘5 1, 3meR2/mile‘2 5 0, and R/le‘5 4 ~line
a!, 10 ~b!, and 25 ~c!
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took Zi5 1, R/le‘5 25, with Ti‘ /Te‘5 1, and 3meR2/mile‘2
5 0, 1 ~1.02 for H ions!, and ‘ ~here the formal limit that
corresponds to setting Te[Te‘). Also shown in Figs. 4–6
are results for Ti‘ /Te‘ 5 0.3 and 3meR2/mile‘
2 5 0. We
note that low Ti‘ /Te‘ and high Zi effects are roughly simi-
lar.
Our results show cooling at negative bias that is stronger
the smaller 3meR2/mile‘
2 but also the larger R/le‘ ; a mini-
mum of ,Te0. occurs at eFP’2kTe‘ , with heating set-
ting in around zero bias. At low 3meR2/mile‘
2
, the potential
,F0. is very small in the bias range to the left of the
,Te0. minimum, when the potential overshoot occurs far
away from the probe. Current reduction is again stronger the
larger R/le‘ but also the smaller 3meR2/mile‘
2
, although this
last parameter has no sensible effect on the ‘‘saturation’’
current at positive bias. Note that, at a fixed mass ratio
FIG. 2. Normalized potential at the transition between outer and inner re-
gions averaged over the probe cross section. Dimensionless parameters as in
Fig. 1.
FIG. 3. Normalized electron temperature at the transition between outer and
inner regions, averaged over the probe cross section. Dimensionless param-
eters as in Fig. 1.me /mi , cooling and current reduction would be greatest at
some large, intermediate value of the ratio R/le‘ .
The decrease of current I with the parameter
3meR2/mile‘
2 ~Fig.4! relates to the cooling. Ignoring the
variations of F0 and Te0 across the probe cross section one
may use Eq. ~31a8! to write the approximate relation
ln I’
1
2 ln
Te0
Te‘
2
e~F02FP!
kTe0
2
eF0
kTe‘
1const, ~37!
where I decreases with both increasing F0 or decreasing
Te0. As one reduces 3meR2/mile‘
2 from the large values cor-
responding to results in Ref. 7, the effect a F0 decrease ~Fig.
5! has on the current is more than balanced by stronger cool-
ing ~Fig. 6!.
Next, note that the slope in the ln I2FP graph can be
obtained from Eq. ~37!,
FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 1. Values of dimensionless parameters: Zi5 1,
R/le‘5 25, with Ti‘ /Te‘5 1 and 3meR2/mile‘2 5 0 ~c!, 1 ~d!, and ‘ ~e!; or
Ti‘ /Te‘5 0.3, and 3meR2/mile‘2 5 0 ~f!.
FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 2. Dimensionless parameters as in Fig. 4.
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dFP
’F12S 11 Te0Te‘D dF0dFPG ekTe0
1F12 1 e~F02FP!kTe0 G 1Te0 dTe0dFP . ~38!
The slope d ln I/dFP’e/kTe‘ at FP negative enough ~with
F0 ’ 0, Te0’ Te‘) is inversely proportional to the unper-
turbed electron temperature, as in unmagnetized plasmas. At
higher bias, however, one might expect that cooling would
result in the slope increasing with decreasing 3meR2/mile‘
2
but Fig. 4 shows otherwise. This clearly arises from the fact
that cooling is FP-dependent, the last term in ~38! being
negative to the left of the Te0 minimum. For intense cooling
~large R/le‘), the slope tilts upward as FP increases beyond
that minimum, producing a ln I vs FP profile that is concave
upward ~Figs. 1, 4!, a feature found in some experiments29
and displayed in unmagnetized, two electron-temperature
plasmas, too.
The potential overshoot in the magnetic shadow of a
probe was noticed in Ref. 7 through a careful analysis of
transport in collisional, fully ionized plasmas; the first ex-
perimental evidence of overshoot, however, was found by
Kawaguchi and Tanaka8 in weakly ionized plasmas, after
Nigoyi and Cohen had shown that the same overshoot ex-
isted under weak ionization.8 We now suggest that the new
features discussed above may similarly be present under
other transport laws. Anomalous, turbulent transport such as
Bohm diffusion would mainly produce a shadow character-
istic length much smaller than Lz as given with Eq. ~9!, but
Lz does not figure in the results. Replacing Eqs. ~7!–~8! for
the radial flux by Bohm’s Law ~with its different dependence
on Vete}Te
3/2/n) would also modify Eq. ~11!, but should
only affect results to some quantitative degree. Nonetheless,
uncertainties in modeling the energy equation, while keeping
full consistency in the overall model, make the extension of
our results to turbulent transport a difficult though challeng-
ing task.
FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 3. Dimensionless parameters as in Fig. 4.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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APPENDIX: HIGHLY NEGATIVE PROBE BIAS
As noted in Sec. V, both F˜ and T˜ e21[dT˜ e are small at
logarithmically large and negative eFP /kTe‘ . We may then
linearize Eqs. ~11!, ~128! and boundary conditions ~33a!,
~33b! and introduce Hankel integral transforms,
F˜ q~z˜ ![E
0
‘
F˜ ~r˜ ,z˜ !r˜J0~qr˜ !dr˜ , ~A1a!
F˜ ~r˜ ,z˜ !5E
0
‘
F˜ q~z˜ !qJ0~qr˜ !dq , ~A1b!
with similar expressions for dT˜ e ; here, J0 is the Bessel func-
tion of the first kind and zero order. Boundary conditions at
r˜50, r˜→‘ are then automatically satisfied.
Equations ~11! and ~128! with T˜ i‘51 now become
Zi11
Zi S d
2
dz˜2
2q2DF˜ q2F2~11b0! d2dz˜2 1q2GdT˜ eq50, ~A2!
Zi11
Zi F S 52 1b0D d
2
dz˜2
2q2GF˜ q
2F2S a0g01 52 1 72 b01b02D d2dz˜2 1S 112 22g18D GdT˜ eq
52
3meR2
mile‘
2 dT˜ eq . ~A3!
The characteristic equation for system ~A2!, ~A3! has two
negative roots, 2h1(q) and 2h2(q), and two positive
roots. Using the boundary conditions for z˜→‘ , we may
write
F˜ q5A1~q !exp~2h1z˜ !1A2~q !exp~2h2z˜ !,
dT˜ eq5B1~q !exp~2h1z˜ !1B2~q !exp~2h2z˜ !,
B j
A j
5
Zi11
Zi
h j
22q2
2~11b0!h j
21q2
, j51,2. ~A4a!, ~A4b!
Finally, using F˜ (r˜ ,z˜) given by ~A1b! and the corre-
sponding expression for dT˜ e(r˜ ,z˜) in the remaining boundary
conditions, ~30a!, ~30b! and ~33a!, ~33b!, one finds two dual
integral equations,
E
0
‘
~h1A11h2A2!qJ0~qr˜ !dq5a for r˜,1,
~A5!
~50 for r˜.1 !,
E
0
‘
~h1B11h2B2!qJ0~qr˜ !dq5b for r˜,1,
~A6!
~50 for r˜.1 !.
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a5Aa02p
R
le‘
F11 11b0a0go S eFPkTe‘ 1b01 12 D G 2Zi11Zi
3expS eFPkTe‘D ,
b5Aa02p
R
le‘
S eFPkTe‘ 1b01 12 D exp~eFP /kTe‘!a0g0
where we retained logarithmically small terms. The solution
to Eqs. ~A5! and ~A6! is
h1A11h2A25aJ1~q !/q , ~A7a!
h1B11h2B25bJ1~q !/q , ~A7b!
J1 being the Bessel function of first order. Equations ~A4a!,
~A4b! and ~A7a!, ~A7b! determine A1(q), A2(q), B1(q),
and B2(q), allowing for a full and explicit analytical solu-
tion. In particular, one obtains the average potential and tem-
perature ‘‘at the probe,’’ in addition to the current, in terms
of definite q-integrals.
For 3meR2/mile‘
2 [1/e large, we find
h15O~1 !, h25O~1/Ae!, A15O~1 !,
A25O~Ae!, B15O~e!→B2h2’bJ1~q !/q .
Using these results in the inverse transform for dT˜ eq ,
T˜ e~r˜ ,z˜ !215E
0
‘
@B1 exp~2h1z˜ !
1B2 exp~2h2z˜ !#qJ0~qr˜ !dq ,
we find T˜ e(r˜ ,z˜)→1 as 3meR2/mile‘2 →‘ , but
2
]T˜ e
]z˜
u0→E
0
‘
h2B2qJ0~qr˜ !dq5bÞ0,
which is the boundary condition on the temperature gradient
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